[Clinicel study on treatment of advanced primary liver cancer by Yanshu injection combining with chemotherapy].
To study the effects of Yanshu injection on the combined treatment in the advanced primary liver cancer. Eighty-five cases of advanced primary liver cancer were treated with Yanshu injection combining with chemotherapy or only chemotherapy. The curative effects, pain genesic rate, one year survival rate, survival quality of life and cell immune functions were observed. The remission rate and one year survival rate of the trial group were 60.5% and 51.2%, respectively, and were significantly higher than those (45.2% and 40.5%) of the control group (P < 0.05). The pain relief rate of the trial group was significantly higher than that of the control group (P < 0.05). The improvement of the quality of life was higher than that of the contral group (P < 0.01). The ability of the T-cell subgroup and NK-cell of the trail group were significantly difference between pre-and post-treatment (P < 0.01 or 0.05); however, that of the control group was no obviously change. Yanshu injection combination with chemotherapy can raise the curative effect, one year survival rate and cellular immune function, reduce pain genesic rate and toxicity of chemotherapy, and improve the quality of life of the patients with advanced primary liver cancer, which is worthy to be recommended for clinical application.